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Abstract: In this paper, a cloud radio access network (C-RAN) is considered where the baseband
units form a pool of computational resource units and are separated from the remote radio heads
(RRHs). Based on their radio capacity, the RRHs may form one or many clusters: a single cluster
when all RRHs have the same capacity and multi-clusters where RRHs of the same radio capacity are
grouped in the same cluster. Each RRH services the so-called multiservice traffic, i.e., calls from many
service classes with various radio and computational resource requirements. Calls arrive in the RRHs
according to a quasi-random process. This means that new calls are generated by a finite number
of mobile users. Arriving calls require simultaneously computational and radio resource units in
order to be accepted in the system, i.e., in the serving RRH. If their requirements are met, then these
calls are served in the (serving) RRH for a service time which is generally distributed. Otherwise, call
blocking occurs. We start with the single-cluster C-RAN and model it as a multiservice loss system,
prove that the model has a product form solution, and determine time congestion probabilities via
a convolution algorithm whose accuracy is validated with the aid of simulation. Furthermore, the
previous model is generalized to include the more complex case of more than one clusters.

Keywords: cloud-radio access; cluster; time congestion; quasi-random; product form; convolution

1. Introduction

The cloud radio access network (C-RAN) architecture is considered to be a promising
and, at the same time, cost-effective solution to face the increasing wireless traffic as well
as the soaring demand for enhanced data rate and decreased latency [1,2].

In the C-RAN, a base station is separated into two different parts: (a) the radio
frequency components and the antenna which form the so-called remote radio head (RRH)
that is in charge of the signal’s transmission/reception (e.g., modulation, analog-to-digital
and digital-to-analog conversion, as well as power amplification) and (b) the baseband unit
(BBU) which is in charge of the baseband signal processing and the communication with
the core network.

To guarantee, via the C-RAN architecture, quality of service (QoS) to the mobile users
(MUs), it is necessary to deploy, in remote sites, many RRHs of certain radio resource units
(RRUs) and at the same time form a pool of BBUs, often located in a cloud data center.
Such a pooling reduces the baseband processors as well as the power consumption and
the overall operators’ capital/operational expenditures [3,4]. Among other advantages of
BBU pooling, we mention the possibility of many operators sharing the same BBU pool as
well as the more convenient BBU addition/upgrade compared to traditional RAN [5,6]. To
benefit from network function virtualization (NFV) [7], we adopt the case of virtualized
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BBU computational resources (V-BBU) connected to the RRHs assuming a large capacity
and low-latency fronthaul, under the common public radio interface (CPRI) [8].

Various important C-RAN architectural aspects have been studied during the last
years, including (a) capacity demands and possible functional splits of the fronthaul
network [9–11], (b) security and/or privacy challenges [12,13], (c) cost and/or energy-
saving issues [14–17], and (d) network slicing issues [18–20]. At the same time, very few
papers exist in the literature (to the best of our knowledge) that investigate call admission
control (CAC) and propose efficient formulas for the call blocking probabilities (CBP)
computation [21–28]. Such CBP formulas are always desirable by telecom companies as
they are not computationally complex and therefore can be considered when networks
should be dimensioned.

In [21], a cluster of RRHs is studied where all RRHs have the same RRUs capacity.
Calls have the same resource requirements and therefore they form a single service class
while their arrival process in the RRHs is Poisson. More specifically, a call requires two
different resource units (RUs): a computational one (we name it CRU) from the V-BBU and
a RRU from the (serving) RRH. If these RUs are available, then the call is serviced for a
service time which can be generally distributed. Otherwise, the call is blocked and lost.
This single-class-single-cluster (SC-SC) model has a product form solution (PFS) which is
essential for the accurate (compared to simulation) CBP computation. The SC-SC model
has been extended in [22,23] to include the case of overlapping cells and in [24] to include
the case of grouping the RRHs in many clusters, according to their RRUs capacity. Due
to this particular feature, we name the model proposed in [24], single-class-multi-cluster
(SC-MC) model. The SC-SC has been extended in [27] to include the case of RRHs serving
quasi-random traffic, i.e., traffic generated by a finite number of MUs. We name the model
of [27] finite SC-SC (f-SC-SC). Later, in [25], the SC-SC model was further extended to
include the case of RRHs serving a mixture of quasi-random, random, and batched Poisson
traffic, where calls arrive in the network as batches which follow a Poisson process [29,30].
The SC-MC model has been extended in [28] to accommodate quasi-random traffic and
the model was named f-SC-MC. It was also further extended in [26] to include the case of
RRHs serving a mixture of quasi-random, random, and batched Poisson traffic.

The common feature of [21–28] is that all RRHs serve calls which require nothing but
a single RRU and CRU (single-service calls). However, in modern networks it is significant
to be able to study a multiservice environment where calls need more resources. The
analysis at call-level of such contemporary networks is essential in network planning
procedures [31–43].

In this paper, a generalization of both the f-SC-SC and f-SC-MC models is proposed
by considering that RRHs accommodate different service classes with different (per call)
resource requirements. A candidate application is the enhanced mobile broadband case
which considers service classes with high resource requirements such as virtual reality
and online 4K video [44,45]. The proposed work is the first that studies a C-RAN that
accommodates multiservice quasi-random traffic and, at the same time, provides convo-
lution algorithms for the efficient determination of congestion probabilities (recently, the
case of C-RAN multi-service random traffic has been proposed in [46]). Such algorithms
are used in the literature in order to express complicated resource sharing policies such
as the bandwidth reservation policy and threshold-based policies [47–54]. The proposed
models of this paper are named finite multi-class-single-cluster (f-MC-SC) and finite multi-
class-multi-cluster (f-MC-MC), respectively, while the summary of our contribution is as
follows: (1) we propose the f-MC-SC model and show that the model has a PFS, (2) we
present a brute force (BF) analytical method together with a convolution algorithm for
the calculation of congestion probabilities in the proposed model, (3) we compare the
congestion probabilities results of the f-MC-SC model with simulation results and those
obtained via [27], (4) we propose the f-MC-MC model and show that the model has a PFS,
and (5) we present a BF method as well as a convolution algorithm for the determination
of congestion probabilities in the f-MC-MC model.
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The remainder of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we propose the f-MC-SC model.
In Section 2.1, we determine the steady-state probabilities of the proposed model via a PFS,
while in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, we propose a BF method as well as a convolution algorithm
for the determination of congestion probabilities, respectively. In Section 3, we provide
simulation and analytical congestion probabilities results for the proposed f-MC-SC model
and analytical congestion probabilities results of the f-SC-SC model of [27]. In Section 4,
we propose the f-MC-MC model. In Section 4.1, we determine show that the model has
PFS, while in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we propose a BF method and a convolution algorithm
for the computation of congestion probabilities, respectively. We conclude in Section 5.

A list of abbreviations is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Abbreviations list.

BBU Baseband units
BF Brute force
CAC Call admission control
CBP Call blocking probabilities
CC Call congestion
CPRI Common public radio interface
C-RAN Cloud radio access network
CRUs Computational resource units
f-MC-MC Finite multi-class-multi-cluster
f-MC-SC Finite multi-class-single-cluster
f-SC-MC Finite single-class-multi-cluster
f-SC-SC Finite single-class-single-cluster
MUs Mobile users
NFV Network function virtualization
PFS Product form solution
o.d. Occupancy distribution
QoE Quality of experience
QoS Quality of service
RRH Remote radio head
RRUs Radio resource units
RUs Resource units
TC Time congestion
V-BBU Virtualized BBU

2. The f-MC-SC Model
2.1. The Analytical Model

Consider Figure 1 which presents the adopted C-RAN architecture where the central-
ized V-BBU and the RRHs are separated. There are W RRHs of capacity C RRUs which form
a single cluster, justifying the abbreviation SC in the name of the model. The V-BBU can
provide T CRUs to those calls that will be accepted in the system under consideration. The
w-th RRH (w = 1, . . . , W) accommodates calls that may have different RUs requirements.
Calls with the same RUs requirements are grouped in the same service class. Thus, calls
arriving to the w-th RRH are grouped into Sw service classes.

A call of service class s (s = 1, . . . , Sw) arrives to the w-th RRH according to a quasi-
random process with arrival rate λw,s = (Nw,s − nw,s)vw,s, where Nw,s is the finite popula-
tion of MUs, that use service class s and can be served by the w-th RRH, nw,s is the number
of in-service calls of service class s calls in the w-th RRH, and vw,s is the mean call arrival
rate per idle MU of service class s in the w-th RRH.

An incoming call of service class s that arrives to the w-th RRH requires br
w,s RRUs and

bc
w,s CRUs, and we assume that br

w,s = bc
w,s ∈ N. For the w-th RRH to accept an arriving

service class s call, the CAC consists of two conditions: one stating that there should be
enough spare RRUs in the (serving) w-th RRH, and the other stating that there should be
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enough spare CRUs in the V-BBU. That is, the w-th RRH accepts an incoming service class
s call if the occupied RRUs are not more than C− br

w,s and the occupied CRUs in the V-BBU
are not more than T − bc

w,s. If the incoming call is accepted, it remains in the w-th RRH for
a generally distributed service time with mean value µ−1

w,s. In the opposite case, the call is
blocked and lost.

Having defined the service time of a call, the offered traffic load per idle service class
s MU (in erl), in the w-th RRH, is αw,s,idle = vw,s/µw,s.

MUs pool

V-BBU
T CRUs

1st RRH
C RRUs

w-th RRH
C RRUs

W-th RRH
C RRUs

service 1
br

w,1, bc
w,1

Nw,1 MUs

service k
br

w,s, bc
w,s

Nw,s MUs

service Sw
br

w,Sw
, bc

w,Sw
Nw,Sw MUs

fro
nth

au
l (

CPRI)
fronthaul(C

PR
I)

fronthaul (CPRI)

· · · · · ·

vw,1, µw,1

v w
,s

,µ
w

,s vw,Sw , µw,Sw

· · · · · · · · · · · ·

Figure 1. The f-MC-SC model.

Let nw,s ≥ 0 be the in-service service class s calls in the w-th RRH. Then, the steady-
state vector n = (n1,1, . . . , n1,S1 , . . . , nw,1, . . . , nw,s, . . . , nw,Sw , . . . , nW,1, . . . , nW,SW ) expresses
all in-service calls of all service classes in the system. The system’s state space, Ω, expresses
all possible states and can be described via:

Ω =

{
n : nw,s ≥ 0,

Sw

∑
s=1

nw,sbr
w,s ≤ C,

W

∑
w=1

Sw

∑
s=1

nw,sbc
w,s ≤ T

}
. (1)

To determine the probability the system is in steady-state n, Pfin(n), it is necessary
to define the adjacent vectors n−w,s = (n1,1, . . . , n1,S1 , . . . , nw,1, . . . , nw,s − 1, . . . , nw,Sw , . . . ,
nW,1, . . . , nW,SW ) and n+

w,s = (n1,1, . . . , n1,S1 , . . . , nw,1, . . . , nw,s + 1, . . . , nw,Sw , . . . , nW,1, . . . ,
nW,SW ) as well as the corresponding steady-state probability distributions Pfin(n−w,s) and
Pfin(n+

w,s), respectively.
Assuming that n−w,s, n, n+

w,s ∈ Ω, Figure 2 presents the corresponding state transition
diagram for service class s calls in the (serving) w-th RRH.

n−w,s n n+
w,s

(Nw,s−nw,s+1)vw,sPfin(n−w,s) (Nw,s−nw,s)vw,sPfin(n)

(nw,s+1)µw,sPfin(n+
w,s)nw,sµw,sPfin(n)

Figure 2. Transition diagram for calls of service class s in the w-th RRH.
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Based on Figure 2 and the reversibility of the corresponding Markov chain, we have a
local balance equation, for the adjacent states n−w,s and n:

(Nw,s − nw,s + 1)vw,sPfin(n
−
w,s) = nw,sµw,sPfin(n) (2)

and an additional one for states n and n+
w,s:

(Nw,s − nw,s)vw,sPfin(n) = (nw,s + 1)µw,sPfin(n
+
w,s). (3)

Equations (2) and (3) are satisfied by the PFS according to (4), when n ∈ Ω:

Pfin(n) =
1
G

W

∏
w=1

Sw

∏
s=1

(
Nw,s

nw,s

)
α

nw,s
w,s,idle, (4)

where G = ∑n∈Ω ∏W
w=1 ∏Sw

s=1 (
Nw,s
nw,s

)α
nw,s
w,s,idle refers to the normalization constant.

In a system that accommodates calls generated via a finite number of traffic sources
(users), we distinguish CBP in time congestion (TC) and call congestion (CC) probabilities.
The latter refers to CBP, while the former refers to the proportion of time the system is
under congestion. Assuming that the number of traffic sources (i.e., the number of MUs) is
high, then CC probabilities are slightly lower than TC probabilities in quasi-random single
or multi-rate loss models [29,30]. Assuming Poisson arrivals and taking into consideration
the PASTA property [29,30], it is easy to verify that TC and CC probabilities lead to the same
results. The total TC probability for the service class w, s calls, BTC

tot,w,s, can be calculated via:

BTC
tot,w,s = BTC

r,w,s + BTC
c,w,s (5)

where BTC
r,w,s, BTC

c,w,s are the TC probabilities caused as the result of insufficient RRUs and
CRUs for the service class w, s calls, respectively. In order to sum up BTC

r,w,s and BTC
c,w,s the

sets of steady-states that form them should be disjoint. When the steady-state has both
insufficient CRUs and RRUs, it is accounted only to the BTC

c,w,s.
Regarding the CC probabilities for service class s calls, they are determined assuming

Nw,s − 1 sources.
The values of BTC

tot,w,s can be computed using either a BF method or a convolution
algorithm (which are described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, respectively).

2.2. TC Probabilities via the Proposed BF Method

Let us define the set of steady-states, ΩC,<T
w,s , in which there are no more RRUs in the

w-th RRH for service class s calls, excluding those states in which there are also no CRUs left
in V-BBU for the same service class calls. This set can be written as ΩC,<T

w,s = {ΩC
w,s ∩Ω<T

w,s}
with ΩC

w,s = {n : C − br
w,s < ∑Sw

y=1 nw,ybr
w,y ≤ C} and Ω<T

w,s = {n : ∑W
x=1 ∑Sx

y=1 nx,ybc
x,y ≤

T − bc
w,s}. Then, the values of BTC

r,w,s can be computed (using PFS (4)) as follows:

BTC
r,w,s = ∑

n∈ΩC,<T
w,s

Pfin(n). (6)

Similarly, by considering ΩT
w,s = {n : T− bc

w,s < ∑W
x=1 ∑Sx

y=1 nx,ybc
x,y ≤ T} as the set of

steady-states in which there are no CRUs left in the V-BBU for the service class w, s calls,
the values of BTC

c,w,s, can be computed via:

BTC
c,w,s = ∑

n∈ΩT
w,s

Pfin(n). (7)

Note that the set ΩT
w,s includes states that lead to TC due to the unavailability of CRUs,

as well as due to both insufficient CRUs and RRUs.
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Computing BTC
r,w,s and BTC

c,w,s is accurate (if one compares the analytical results with
the corresponding simulation results) but complex especially for a system of many RRHs
that have large capacities and serve many service classes. This is because it is required to
enumerate/process Ω so as to compute the normalization constant G of (4) and determine
all blocking states required in (6) and (7). For this reason, the BF method can be adopted
only for small C-RAN examples (of tutorial nature). To circumvent this problem, in the next
subsection we propose a convolution algorithm that leads to an efficient determination of
the TC probabilities.

2.3. TC Probabilities via the Proposed Convolution Algorithm

The algorithm of this section consists of three steps (presented below as steps A to C)
and takes advantage of the fact that the analytical model has a PFS.

Step A

In this step, the occupancy distribution (o.d.) of the RRHs is calculated. To this end,
we first calculate the o.d. for each service class w, s calls, qf,w,s(j), assuming that the w-th
RRH serves only service class s calls:

qf,w,s(j) =


1, for j = 0
(Nw,s

i )αi
w,s,idleqf,w,s(0), for 1 ≤ i ≤ b C

br
w,s
c, j=ibr

w,s

0, otherwise

, (8)

where i expresses the number of in-service service class s calls while j expresses the
occupied RRUs. The values of qf,w,s(j) are normalized via Gf,w,s = ∑C

j=0 qf,w,s(j) and are
denoted as q′f,w,s(j) = qf,w,s(j)/Gf,w,s.

Having determined q′f,w,s(j), one should calculate, without considering the first service
class, the aggregated o.d. of the w-th RRH Qw

f,(−1):

Qw
f,(−1) = q′f,w,2 ∗ . . . ∗ q′f,w,s ∗ . . . ∗ q′f,w,Sw

, (9)

where the convolution operation between q′f,w,x ≡ q′f,a and q′f,w,y ≡ q′f,b can be expressed via:

q′f,a ∗ q′f,b =

{
q′f,a(0) · q′f,b(0),

1

∑
i=0

q′f,a(i) · q′f,b(1− i), . . . ,
C

∑
i=0

q′f,a(i) · q′f,b(C− i)

}
. (10)

Finally, to compute the normalized o.d. of the w-th RRH, q′f,w, one should compute
qf,w = Qw

f,(−1) ∗ q′f,w,1 as well as the normalization q′f,w(j) = qf,w(j)/Gf,w where Gf,w =

∑C
j=0 qf,w(j).

Step B

Herein, we compute, for all RRHs, the aggregated o.d. excluding the w-th one, via:

Qf,(−w) = q′f,1∗ . . .∗q′f,w−1∗q′f,w+1∗ . . .∗q′f,W . (11)

The convolution operation between q′f,x and q′f,y is the following:

q′f,x∗q′f,y =

{
q′f,x(0)·q′f,y(0),

1

∑
i=0

q′f,x(i)·q′f,y(1−i), . . . ,
T

∑
i=0

q′f,x(i)·q′f,y(T−i)

}
. (12)

The normalized values of Qf,(−w)(j), expressed according to the notation Q′f,(−w)(j),

are determined via Q′f,(−w)(j) = Qf,(−w)(j)/Gf,(−w), where Gf,(−w) = ∑T
j=0 Qf,(−w)(j).
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Step C

In this step, we consider the operation Q′f,(−w) ∗ q′f,w which results to the un-normalized

values of Qf,w(j) which can be normalized via G∗f,w = ∑T
j=0 Qf,w(j):

Q′f(j) =
Qf,w(j)

G∗f,w
. (13)

To obtain the computational o.d. Q′f(j), one may choose any of the W RRHs since all
RRHs are exactly the same.

Based on (13), we calculate the TC probabilities due to the unavailability of CRUs and
RRUs according to (14) and (15), respectively:

BTC
c,w,s =

T

∑
j=T−bc

w,s+1
Q′f(j), (14)

BTC
r,w,s =

1
G∗f,w

C

∑
x=C−br

w,s+1
q′f,w(x)

T−br
w,s

∑
y=x

Q′f,(−w)(T − br
w,s − y). (15)

3. Evaluation

In this section, we present a C-RAN example and provide simulation and analytical
TC probabilities for the f-MC-SC model together with the corresponding analytical TC
probabilities results for the f-SC-SC model of [27]. The simulation values presented in
this example are based on SIMSCRIPT III [55] and are the mean values of seven runs. In
every run (which took around 3 min of simulation time in a computer of Intel(R) Core(TM)
i5-2430M CPU @ 2.4 GHz and 4 GB RAM), two hundred million calls are generated while
the initial 5% of them is not taken into consideration in the TC probabilities so as to have a
warm-up period [56,57].

In the C-RAN example, let W = 6 RRHs of C = 10 RRUs. Furthermore, let T = 30
CRUs. The w-th RRH (w = 1, . . . , 6) serves Sw service classes and let bw,s = bc

w,s = br
w,s be

the RUs required by a service class s call (which is going to be serviced in the w-th RRH).
To be more specific, the first RRH accommodates S1 = 3 service classes. First service class
calls require b1,1 = 1 RU, second service class calls require b1,2 = 2 RUs while third service
class calls require b1,3 = 3 RUs. On the same hand, the second RRH accommodates S2 = 2
service classes, with b2,1 = 2 RUs and b2,2 = 3 RUs. Similarly, the third RRH accommodates
S3 = 2 service classes, with b3,1 = 1 RU and b3,2 = 3 RUs; the fourth RRH accommodates
S4 = 2 service classes, with b4,1 = 1 RU and b4,2 = 2 RUs; the fifth RRH accommodates a
single service class with b5,1 = 2 RUs; and the sixth RRH accommodates a service class with
b6,1 = 1 RU. Regarding the number of finite sources (i.e., MUs) that generate traffic, we
assume that Nw,s = 10. As far as the offered traffic-load is concerned, we initially consider
that αw,s = αw,s,idleNw,s = 1 erl for all service classes in all RRHs (which refers to point 1 in
the x-axis of Figures 3–9). We evaluate the C-RAN, by calculating the TC probabilities for
31 steps, where a 0.2 offered traffic-load increase per step is considered. Because of this, in
the last step (point 31 in the x-axis of Figures 3–9) we have αw,s = 7 erl.

For comparison, we study the f-SC-SC model of [27] where calls require a single RU
for their connection in the system, while the number of RRHs, as well as the radio and
computational capacity (in RUs) are exactly the same with those given above. Furthermore,
all RRHs have a finite population of MUs equal to Nw = 10. As the model of [27] is a
single service class model, we should express, for every RRH, the offered traffic-load αw.
Because of this, we adopt a load factor lw, expressed via lw = ∑Sw

s=1 bw,s where Sw and
bw,s are the values of the proposed f-MC-SC model, while w = 1, . . . , 6. The initial values
of αw are the same with those of lw, i.e.,: (α1, α2, α3, α4, α5, α6) = (6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1). Again,
31 steps are taken into consideration where αm increases by 0.2lw in each step. Thus, in
the last step, the offered traffic-load values are (α1, α2, α3, α4, α5, α6) = (42, 35, 28, 21, 14, 7).
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Furthermore, note that in Figures 3–9 (a) we do not present the index “TC” in the graphical
representation of the TC probabilities so as to increase the readability of these figures and
(b) the analytical results are represented with different types of lines, while the simulation
results are represented with different types of dots.

Figure 3. TC probabilities due to lack of CRUs.

In Figure 3, we present the analytical and simulation TC probabilities results due to the
unavailability of CRUs (BTC

c,w,s) of the f-MC-SC model and the corresponding (analytical) TC
probabilities results (BTC

c ) of the f-SC-SC model. According to Figure 3, we conclude that
(a) simulation and analytical TC probabilities results are almost identical, (b) the offered
traffic-load increase leads to an increase of TC probabilities, and (c) the f-SC-SC model
cannot behave similar to the f-MC-SC model because of the fact that the former refers to a
single service class model.
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Figure 4. TC probabilities due to RRUs unavailability (1st RRH).

In Figures 4–6, we present TC probabilities results for the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd RRH,
respectively. More precisely, in Figure 4, we show the simulation and analytical TC
probabilities results of BTC

r,1,s for the three service classes of the f-MC-SC model and the
corresponding analytical TC probabilities results for the f-SC-SC model. In the case of the
f-SC-SC model, the first point in the x-axis of Figure 4 expresses the value of α1 = 6 erl,
while the last point (i.e., point 31) expresses the value of α1 = 42 erl. Similarly, in Figure 5,
we show the simulation and analytical TC probabilities results of BTC

r,2,s for the two service
classes of the f-MC-SC model and the corresponding analytical TC probabilities results for
the f-SC-SC model. In the case of the f-SC-SC model, the first point in Figure 5 expresses
the value of α2 = 5 erl, while the last point (i.e., point 31) expresses the value of α2 = 35 erl.
Finally, in Figure 6, the third RRH is considered and we present the simulation and
analytical TC probabilities results of BTC

r,3,s for the two service classes of the f-MC-SC model
and the corresponding analytical TC probabilities results for the f-SC-SC model. In the
case of the f-SC-SC model, the first point in the x-axis of Figure 6 expresses the value of
α3 = 4 erl while the last point (i.e., point 31) expresses the value of α3 = 28 erl. Based
on Figures 4–6, we observe that (a) simulation and analytical TC probabilities results are
almost identical in the f-MC-SC model which is expected as the proposed model has a
PFS, (b) the TC probabilities results obtained via the f-SC-SC model cannot capture the
behaviour of the f-MC-SC model, and (c) the TC probabilities results (because of the RRUs
unavailability) increase as the offered traffic load increases but after a point (which is not
easy to know it in advance) they decrease. This behaviour is justified by observing that
the TC probabilities results due to the unavailability of CRUs (see Figure 3), increase when
the traffic load becomes higher and thus more RRUs remain intact in the corresponding
RRHs. A similar behaviour (a decrease in congestion probabilities, after a certain point,
when the offered traffic load increases) has been observed in the past when studying
classical multi-rate loss models under the complete sharing policy and the bandwidth
reservation policy, particularly when two service classes are considered and the required
RUs of each service class have a high difference [58,59]. Under these conditions, congestion
probabilities oscillations may occur and therefore it remains an open issue to study if such
type of oscillations may occur in a multiservice C-RAN environment.
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Figure 5. TC probabilities as the result of RRUs unavailability (2nd RRH).

Figure 6. TC probabilities as the result of RRUs unavailability (3rd RRH).

In Figures 7–9, we study again the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd RRH, respectively, and present
the total TC probabilities (computed via (5) as well as (14), (15)). Based on Figures 7–9,
we conclude that (a) simulation and analytical results are again almost identical, (b) the
increase of offered traffic-load increases the corresponding total TC probabilities, and (c)
the f-SC-SC model cannot behave similar to the proposed model.
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Figure 7. Total TC probabilities (1st RRH—all service classes).

Figure 8. Total TC probabilities (2nd RRH—all service classes).
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Figure 9. Total TC probabilities (3rd RRH—all service classes).

4. The Generalized f-MC-MC Model

In this section, we present the f-MC-MC model which generalizes the f-MC-SC model
by taking into consideration the grouping of RRHs in different clusters based on their RRUs
capacity, thus forming a multi-cluster of RRHs.

4.1. The Analytical Model

Consider Figure 10 where U clusters of RRHs are presented and are separated from the
V-BBU whose capacity remains the same as in the f-MC-SC model (i.e., T CRUs). Cluster u
(u = 1, . . . , U) consists of Wu RRHs. Each of these RRHs has capacity of Cu RRUs.

The w-th RRH of cluster u (w = 1, . . . , Wu) accommodates calls from Su,w different
service classes. A call of service class s (s = 1, . . . , Su,w) arrives to the u, w-th RRH according
to a quasi-random process with arrival rate λu,w,s = (Nu,w,s − nu,w,s)vu,w,s, where Nu,w,s is
the population of MUs, nu,w,s is the in-service calls of service class s calls in the u, w-th RRH,
and vu,w,s is the call arrival rate per idle MU of service class s in the u, w-th RRH. A call
of service class u, w, s requires br

u,w,s RRUs and bc
u,w,s CRUs, assuming that br

u,w,s = bc
u,w,s.

An accepted call remains in the u, w-th RRH for a service time whose distribution can
be general with mean µ−1

u,w,s if the required RUs are available when the call arrives in the
serving RRH, i.e., if the occupied RRUs in the u, w-th RRH do not exceed the value of
Cu − br

u,w,s and the occupied CRUs are not more than T − bc
u,w,s. In the opposite case, call

blocking occurs.
Let nu,w,s ≥ 0 be the in-service calls of service class u, w, s (u = 1, . . . , U, w = 1, . . . , Wu,

s = 1, . . . , Su,w). Then, we can denote both the vector n = (n1,1,1, . . . , n1,1,S1,1 , . . . , nu,w,1, . . . ,
nu,w,s, . . . , nu,w,Su,w , . . . , nU,WU ,1, . . . , nU,WU ,SU,WU

) and Ω via:

Ω =

{
n : nu,w,s ≥ 0,

Su,w

∑
s=1

nu,w,sbr
u,w,s ≤ Cu,

U

∑
u=1

Wu

∑
w=1

Su,w

∑
s=1

nu,w,sbc
u,w,s ≤ T

}
. (16)
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To calculate the steady-state probability distribution Pg,fin(n), the following vec-
tors are necessary: n−u,w,s = (n1,1,1, . . . , n1,1,S1,1 , . . . , nu,w,1, . . . , nu,w,s − 1, . . . , nu,w,Su,w , . . . ,
nU,WU ,1, . . . , nU,WU ,SU,WU

) and n+
u,w,s = (n1,1,1, . . . , n1,1,S1,1 , . . . , nu,w,1, . . . , nu,w,s + 1, . . . ,

nu,w,Su,w , . . . , nU,WU ,1, . . . , nU,WU ,SU,WU
). Furthermore, let Pg,fin(n−u,w,s), Pg,fin(n+

u,w,s) be the
corresponding probability distributions. By further considering that n−u,w,s, n, n+

u,w,s belong
to Ω, Figure 11 presents the state transition diagram for calls of service class s in the
u, w-th RRH.

Cluster 1 Cluster u Cluster U

MUs pool

V-BBU
T CRUs

1st RRH
C1 RRUs

W1-th RRH
C1 RRUs

1st RRH
Cu RRUs

w-th RRH
Cu RRUs

Wu-th RRH
Cu RRUs

1-st RRH
CU RRUs

WU-th RRH
CU RRUs

service 1
br

u,w,1, bc
u,w,1

Nu,w,1 MUs

service s
br

u,w,s, bc
u,w,s

Nu,w,s MUs

service Su,w
br

u,w,Su,w
, bc

u,w,Su,w

Nu,w,Su,w MUs

fronthaul (CPRI)

fro
nthaul (CPRI)
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,w
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· · · · · · · · · · · ·

Figure 10. The generalized f-MC-MC model.

n−u,w,s n n+
u,w,s

(Nu,w,s−nu,w,s+1)vu,w,sPg,fin(n−u,w,s) (Nu,w,s−nu,w,s)vu,w,sPg,fin(n)

(nu,w,s+1)µu,w,sPg,fin(n+
u,w,s)nu,w,sµu,w,sPg,fin(n)

Figure 11. Transition diagram for calls of service class s in the u, w-th RRH.

According to Figure 11 and due to the fact that the Markov chain for service class
u, w, s calls is reversible, we have the following local balance equations, for the adjacent
states (a) n−u,w,s and n (see (17)) and (b) n and n+

u,w,s (see (18)):

(Nu,w,s − nu,w,s + 1)vu,w,sPg,fin(n
−
u,w,s) = nu,w,sµu,w,sPg,fin(n) (17)

(Nu,w,s − nu,w,s)vu,w,sPg,fin(n) = (nu,w,s + 1)µu,w,sPg,fin(n
+
u,w,s). (18)

The PFS of (19) satisfies both (17) and (18) for n ∈ Ω:

Pg,fin(n) =
1
G

U

∏
u=1

Wu

∏
w=1

Su,w

∏
s=1

(
Nu,w,s

nu,w,s

)
α

nu,w,s
u,w,s,idle, (19)

where G = ∑n∈Ω ∏U
u=1 ∏Wu

w=1 ∏
Su,w
s=1 (Nu,w,s

nu,w,s
)α

nu,w,s
u,w,s,idle and αu,w,s,idle = vu,w,s/µu,w,s is the

offered traffic-load per idle MU for the u, w, s service class calls.
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Based on (19), we can compute the TC probabilities of service class u, w, s calls: (a) as
the result of RRUs unavailability only, BTC

r,u,w,s, and (b) as the result of CRUs unavailability,
BTC

c,u,w,s. Additionally, we can calculate the total TC probability, BTC
tot,u,w,s, via:

BTC
tot,u,w,s = BTC

r,u,w,s + BTC
c,u,w,s. (20)

The values of BTC
tot,u,w,s can be calculated either according to Section 4.2 or according

to Section 4.3.

4.2. The BF Method for the Computation of TC Probabilities

The values of BTC
r,u,w,s can be computed, via (21) (using the PFS of (19)):

BTC
r,u,w,s = ∑

n∈ΩCu ,<T
u,w,s

Pg,fin(n), (21)

where:
ΩCu ,<T

u,w,s = {ΩCu
u,w,s ∩Ω<T

u,w,s},

ΩCu
u,w,s = {n : Cu − br

u,w,s <
Su,w

∑
z=1

nu,w,zbr
u,w,z ≤ Cu},

Ω<T
u,w,s = {n :

U

∑
x=1

Wx

∑
y=1

Sx,y

∑
z=1

nx,y,zbc
x,y,z ≤ T − bc

u,w,s}.

(22)

Similarly, by representing as:

ΩT
u,w,s = {n : T − bc

u,w,s <
U

∑
x=1

Wx

∑
y=1

Sx,y

∑
z=1

nx,y,zbc
x,y,z ≤ T}, (23)

we can calculate the TC probabilities of service class u, w, s calls as the result of the CRUs
unavailability via:

BTC
c,u,w,s = ∑

n∈ΩT
u,w,s

Pg,fin(n). (24)

To avoid the enumeration/processing of Ω which is mandatory for (21) and (24), we
propose a convolution algorithm that leads to the efficient TC probabilities computation.

4.3. The Convolution Algorithm for the Computation of TC Probabilities

The proposed algorithm is based on (19) and can be described as a 3-step algorithm
(presented below via steps A to C):

Step A

The target herein, is to compute the o.d. of each RRH. Because of this, we initially
calculate the o.d. for each service class s of the u, w-th RRH, qf,u,w,s(j), assuming that the
u, w-th RRH services only calls of service class s:

qf,u,w,s(j) =


1, for j = 0
(Nu,w,s

i )αi
u,w,s,idleqf,u,w,s(0), for 1 ≤ i ≤ b Cu

br
u,w,s
c, j=ibr

u,w,s

0, otherwise

. (25)

Note that qf,u,w,s(j) should be normalized via Gf,u,w,s=∑Cu
j qf,u,w,s(j) and can be de-

noted as q′f,u,w,s(j) = qf,u,w,s(j)/Gf,u,w,s.
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Having computed q′f,u,w,s(j), we compute the aggregated o.d. of the u, w-th RRH
without taking into consideration the first service class, Qu,w

f,(−1):

Qu,w
f,(−1) = q′f,u,w,2 ∗ . . . ∗ q′f,u,w,s ∗ . . . ∗ q′f,u,w,Su,w

, (26)

where the operation between q′f,u,w,x ≡ q′f,c and qf,u,w,y ≡ q′f,d takes the following form:

q′f,c ∗ q′f,d =

{
q′f,c(0) · q′f,d(0),

1

∑
i=0

q′f,c(i) · q′f,d(1− i), . . . ,
Cu

∑
i=0

q′f,c(i) · q′f,d(Cu − i)

}
. (27)

Finally, the computation of, q′f,u,w, is based on qf,u,w = Qu,w
f,(−1) ∗ q′f,u,w,1 and the normal-

ization q′f,u,w(j) = qf,u,w(j)/Gf,u,w with Gf,u,w = ∑Cu
j=0 qf,u,w(j).

Step B

In this step, we proceed with the calculation of the aggregated o.d. of all RRHs without
taking into consideration the u, w-th one, via:

Qf,(−(u,w)) = q′f,1,1 ∗ . . . ∗ q′f,u,w−1 ∗ q′f,u,w+1 ∗ . . . ∗ q′f,U,WU
. (28)

The operation of q′f,v and q′f,w is given by (12), while the normalized values of Qf,(−(u,w))(j),
Q′f,(−(u,w))(j), can be determined via Q′f,(−(u,w))(j) = Qf,(−(u,w))(j)/Gf,(−(u,w)) where

Gf,(−(u,w)) = ∑T
j=0 Qf,(−(u,w))(j).

Step C

Herein, we calculate Q′f,(−(u,w)) ∗ q′f,u,w. The latter leads to the un-normalized Qf,u,w(j)

which can be normalized via: G∗f,u,w = ∑T
j=0 Qf,u,w(j):

Q′f(j) =
Qf,u,w(j)

G∗f,u,w
. (29)

To determine the values of Q′f(j), one may choose any of the u, w RRHs since all of
them have the same capacity and o.d.

Based on (29), we can now calculate the TC probabilities due to the CRUs and RRUs
unavailability, via: (30) and (31), respectively:

BTC
c,u,w,s =

T

∑
j=T−bc

u,w,s+1
Q′f(j), (30)

BTC
r,u,w,s =

1
G∗f,u,w

Cu

∑
x=Cu−br

u,w,s+1
q′f,u,w(x)

T−br
u,w,s

∑
y=x

Q′f,(−(u,w))(T − br
u,w,s − y). (31)

5. Conclusions

Two new multi-rate loss models are proposed in this work, namely the f-MC-SC and
the f-MC-MC models, for the analysis of a C-RAN that accommodates different service
classes of calls which arrive in the system according to a quasi-random process. The f-MC-
SC model describes a C-RAN of a single cluster of RRHs while the f-MC-MC model includes
multiple clusters of RRHs (clusters are distinguished via the RRH capacity in radio RUs).
We proved that a PFS exists for both models and proposed convolution algorithms for the
efficient determination of TC probabilities. The accuracy of these algorithms was verified
via simulation. The main conclusions of our work are (a) that the behaviour (in terms of TC
probabilities) of the proposed f-MC-SC model cannot be captured by the existing f-SC-SC
model and (b) that the total TC probabilities increase as the offered traffic-load increases.
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As a future extension of this paper, we intend to study similar C-RAN structures but
for bursty traffic and elastic type calls [60–64]. In the case of bursty traffic, a possible idea
is to express the notion of burstiness via the compound Poisson process where calls arrive
in the RRHs as batches (a batch contains one or more calls of the same service class) while
batches follow a Poisson process. Regarding the case of elastic type calls we may consider
two different scenarios: (a) a call may have different (elastic) resource requirements during
the call set-up phase and use certain (fixed) RUs while in service and (b) a call may have
certain (min and max) resource requirements during the call set up phase and use, while
in service, RUs that fluctuate between these min and max values. Following these two
main extensions, a possible future direction can be the study of more complicated resource
sharing policies in C-RAN architectures such as the multiple fractional channel reservation
policy and the probabilistic threshold policy which may provide a better handling of
congestion probabilities from the network planning point of view [33,65].

An additional aspect that can be included in our models is the notion of quality of
experience (QoE). The QoE concept has emerged due to the progress of multimedia services,
such as online 4K streaming video and virtual reality, along with diverse capabilities
of devices through which such services are used [66]. The NFV may enable network
management to be automated and at the same time ensure that the QoE/QoS requirements
of the end users are fulfilled [67]. In any case, and to the best of our knowledge, there are
no C-RAN teletraffic models that provide congestion probabilities formulas which consider
both QoS and QoE requirements.
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